
Place each hand in a loop just wider than shoulder width. Sit down with the legs crossed 
and arms reaching straight up overhead. Keep the strap tight by “spreading it apart” and 
begin to side-bend your torso. The stretch should be perceived in the torso on the oppo-
site side of the direction you are side-bending. Once the stretch is felt hold this position 
for 30 seconds. Repeat this step in the opposite direction. 

1 Seated Overhead Side-Bending Lat Stretch

The stretch will begin in a long sitting position with your torso erect, knees straightened, 
feet together, and your toes pointing up. The strap should be placed around the middle 
of both feet. Reach forward to grab a loop in the area of your knee. Use your hands to 
pull the strap backwards towards you. Your feet and ankles must be relaxed. The stretch 
should be felt down the back of the legs.Hold this position for 30 seconds. For an isolated 
stretch this can also be repeated one leg at a time. 

2 Seated Calf Stretch

Lying on your back with the extremity to be stretched in a straight-
ened position. The other extremity should have the knee bent 
with the foot f at on the f oor. Place the loop around one foot. 
Holding the strap tight with both hands, pull your leg upward 
and toward you, keeping the knee straight. The stretch should be 
felt down the back of the leg.Hold this position for 30 seconds. 
Repeat this stretch on the other extremity. 

3 Supine Hamstring Stretch

Lying on your stomach with both knees extended place the loop around one foot. 
Direct the strap behind your back and overhead. Keeping the strap tight with both 
hands, bend the knee and pull the foot towards your buttock. The stretch should be 
felt in the front of the thigh.Hold this position for 30seconds. Repeat this stretch on 
the other extremity. **Bonus: To isolate the stretch higher in the thigh (in the area 
of the hip f exor) you can repeat the stretch with the hip further extended. Do this 
by propping the knee 2-4 inches from the ground and repeat the same movement. 
The stretch will be felt more in the front of the hip.

4 Prone Quad Stretch

Kneeling on one leg with the other leg in front resting with the foot f at on the f oor. Place 
the loop around the foot of the extremity in the kneeling position. Direct the strap behind 
your back and overhead. Keep the posture erect, hold the strap tight with both hands, 
and begin to bend the knee by pulling the foot upward and toward your buttock. The 
stretch should be felt in the front of the thigh.Hold this position for 30 seconds. Repeat 
this stretch on the other extremity. **Note: If this provides too much pressure on the 
knee feel free to use a towel or cushion. 

5 Half-Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch

Lying on your back with the opposite leg fully extended f at on the ground. 
Direct the strap behind the knee of the extremity to be stretched. Reach 
forward and grab a loop with each hand. Hold the strap tight and begin 
pulling the knee upward and toward your chest. The stretch should be felt 
in the region of the buttock.Hold this position for 30 seconds. Repeat this 
stretch on the other extremity.

6 Supine Single Knee to Chest

Lying on your back with both extremities fully extended f at on the f oor. Place the loop 
around one foot. Holding the strap tight initiate the stretching position by lifting the ex-
tremity upward and toward you (like the Supine Hamstring Stretch). Maintain the knee 
in a straightened position throughout the entire exercise. Once in this position control 
the motion by slowly guiding the extremity medially and across the other extremity. The 
pelvis will rotate and lift from the ground and the stretch should be felt on the outside 
of the hip.Hold this position for 30 seconds. Repeat this stretch on the other extremity. 

7 Supine Lateral Hip (Abductor) Stretch

Lying on your back with both extremities fully extended f at on the f oor. Place the loop 
around one foot. Holding the strap tight initiate the stretching position by lifting the ex-
tremity upward and toward you (like the Supine Hamstring Stretch). Maintain the knee in 
a straightened position throughout the entire exercise. Once in this position control the 
motion by slowly guiding the extremity laterally out away from the other extremity. The 
stretch should be felt in the groin region or the inner thigh of the hip.Hold this position 
for 30 seconds. Repeat this stretch on the other extremity.

8 Supine Medial Hip (Adductor) Stretch

In the standing position, grab the padded loop with one hand and elevate this extremity 
overhead with the elbow bent (this hand should end up at the base of the neck). Direct 
the strap behind the back with your other hand. Using this hand gently pull down the 
strap toward the f oor while simultaneously side-bending in the opposite direction of 
the extremity overhead. The stretch should be felt in the triceps and upper torso of the 
extremity positioned overhead.Hold this position for 30 seconds. Repeat this stretch on 
the other extremity. 

9 Standing Lat and Tricep Stretch

In the standing position, grab the padded loop with one hand and elevate this extremity 
overhead with the elbow bent (this hand should end up at the base of the neck). Direct 
the strap behind the back with your other hand. Using this hand gently pull down the 
strap toward the f oor while simultaneously reaching with the elbow towards the ceiling. 
The stretch should be felt in the back of the arm in the area of the triceps. Hold this 
position for 30 seconds. Repeat this stretch on the other extremity

10 Standing Tricep Stretch

Standing with strap directed behind your back. With each hand grab a loop just wider 
than shoulder width apart with your palms facing behind you (pronated). In this position 
extend your arms backwards away from your body and toward the ceiling. Keep your 
elbows straight and posture erect. The stretch should be felt in the chest and front of the 
arm.Hold this position for 30 seconds. 

11 Standing Chest and Bicep Stretch

Standing with the strap directed behind your head at the level of your shoulders. Keep 
the arms spread open and elbows straight. Grab a loop with each hand. Holding the 
strap tight extend your arms backward and down. Keep your posture erect and chest 
high. The stretch should be felt in the front of the chest and shoulder.Hold this position 
for 30 seconds.

12 Standing Chest and Anterior Deltoid Stretch
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GRADIENT FITNESS STRETCH STRAP GUIDE

The GRADIENT FITNESS Stretch Strap is to be used under adult supervision. Keep out of reach of children. Always inspect the product for any damage before EACH use. Do NOT use if damaged. Consult your physician before you start this or any exercise routine. GRADIENT FITNESS cannot be held, in any situation, responsible for any harm (physical or mental) caused by the use (or improper use) of this product.


